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C. The Administration Plan

Each organization managing a Trail Head or Community 
Visitor Center will provide staff and will develop an 
appropriate operating program for the facility for which it is 
responsible. The recommendations below outline a minimum 
budget. It is premature to consider how activities at the entity 
will dovetail with other activities undertaken by the entity 
managing it, or ways in which existing staff might support the 
entity. It is assumed some of the funding will be met through 
grants. 

The recommendations below refl ect a future staffi ng level once 
recommendations outlined in this plan are fully implemented. 
It is assumed staffi ng and budgets will be initiated at more 
modest levels. 

Corridor Management Entity (CME)
The Scenic Highway Advisory Group will become the 
Corridor Management Entity (CME) for the Scenic Highway. 
The CME will initiate, coordinate and monitor plans, 
strategies, programs, and events of the Corridor Management 
Plan. It is anticipated that its role will evolve over time, 
helping create the Scenic Highway and its interpretation in the 
fi rst years, and sustaining it in the long-term. 

The FDOT cannot provide staff, programming, or management 
funding for the CME. However, the CME, a private non-profi t 
organization, can raise its own funds. Experience in other 
Scenic Highway programs strongly suggests that – in the long-
term – the CME will need to fund and develop its own staff so 
as to be an effective partner with other organizations involved 
in the Scenic Highway.

The CME will serve as a clearinghouse for funding 
opportunities for all entities along the Scenic Highway, 
identifying potential grants and passing that information 
along to the various entities, who can than apply directly 
or cooperatively for funding. The CME will play a role in 
balancing disparities in organizational capacity between 
organizations involved in the Scenic Highway, by providing 
advice and information about potential funding sources. 

The CME will serve a critical advisory role in the 
development, design, and building of infrastructure, in 
collaboration with  Monroe County, FDOT, the Department of 

Environmental Protection (DEP), and any other appropriate 
agencies. The CME will coordinate projects with funding 
entities and bring in partners and collaborators as appropriate.

The CME will not be developing any facilities. Their role 
will be to provide continuity with this plan as each of the 
corridor partners develop the individual facilities. (Chambers 
of Commerce, Key West Tropical Forest, Crane Point 
Hammock, FDEP, FDOT, etc.) The CME will coordinate 
activities between programs, and develop and promote eco-
tourism marketing for the Scenic Highway. The CME may 
choose to create a Friends Group for fundraising and to 
coordinate activities such as tours, clean-ups, or festivals. 
During the development phase, the CME will be responsible 
for coordinating the development of public art components 
at selected Rest Stops and Bicycle Stops. It is assumed the 
Monroe County Arts Council will also be involved.

A major role of the CME will be to encourage the development 
of programs and festivals, and to collaborate with existing 
programs and festivals so as to attract visitors and teach them 
about the many opportunities along the Scenic Highway. 
Activities will include bike or kayak races, geocaching, 
development of podcasts and other audio-interpretive devices, 
web site development, tour packages, brochures, and other 
marketing opportunities. 

The CME will encourage area organizations to collaborate in 
providing programming at the Community Interpretive Sites. 
Examples of programs include:

• Tours of Native Plants at the Dove Creek Preserve by 
the Florida Native Plant Society

• An overview of the Keys marine ecosystem at Curry 
Hammock by the Florida Keys Marine Sanctuary

• Bird watching led by the Audubon Society at Blue 
Hole

• Local history talk by retired fi shermen at Summerland 
Seafood

• There are hundreds of ideas of collaborative programs. 
This preliminary list simply suggests the type of 
activity possible. 

The CME will have two primary responsibilities in order 
to be successful in the Keys.  A responsibility to the local 
community to highlight and encourage cultural and interpretive 
development and a responsibility to local businesses to 
encourage visitor participation.
 
The CME will be responsible for keeping the Scenic Highway 
website updated.

The CME will coordinate appropriate maintenance of all 
Scenic Highway facilities with the overseeing authority of 
each entity. 

The CME may choose to play a role in providing training in 
interpretation or guest services for the Trail Heads, Community 
Visitor Centers, and private tour operators to ensure a 
consistently accurate story is told throughout the Keys. As 
a fi rst step the CME might provide interpretive booklets to 
ensure that the Scenic Highway story is told consistently. A 
long-term goal of providing a tour-operator training program is 
a major undertaking and it is recommended the CME begin by 
creating an assessment of needs, and develop a training plan in 
close collaboration with other organizations. 

The following budget provides for the initial establishment of 
the CME. This staffi ng level will enable the CME to establish 
and organize itself, begin grantwriting initiatives, and launch 
an initial marketing campaign. 

Staff: # FTE
CME Manager 1 
Offi ce Assistant 1

Total FTE 2

Operating Programmatic Budget
Payroll Related* 95,000
Printing/Promotional Materials 30,000
Phones/Computers 15,000
Offi ce Supplies 15,000
Website and media promotional materials 25,000
Maintenance/utilities 10,000
Misc. 10,000

Total 200,000

The following budget describes a long-term vision for the 
CME; optimistically within fi ve years. Three additional staff 
positions are added to enable the CME to expand its role and 
strengthen its programs. Note the addition of special events 
to the annual operating budget. This staffi ng level assumes 
the CME, as a private non-profi t, has evolved and created 
organizational capacity. 

Staff: # FTE
CME Manager 1 
CME Grant Writer/Fundraiser 1
CME Program Coordinator 1 
CME Marketing Coordinator 1
Offi ce Assistant 1

Total FTE 5

Operating Programmatic Budget
Payroll Related* 185,000
Printing/Promotional Materials 30,000
Phones/Computers 14,000
Offi ce Supplies 15,000
Contractors for events 20,000
Event related expenses 45,000
Website and media promotional materials 25,000
Maintenance/utilities 10,000
Misc. 16,000

Total 360,000

*Note that staff cannot be funded through the Scenic Highway 
Program.
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Trailhead Visitor Centers
The Trailhead Visitor Centers will focus on promoting bike-
riding and kayaking. They will develop events and programs 
that support low impact touring of the Keys, and eco-tourism 
education. Activities might include:

• Geocaching
• Downloading podcasts or purchasing audio-interpretation
• Creating “destination” rides in collaboration with other 

entities in the Keys
• Promotion and marketing of the Scenic Highway and its 

resources
• Leading tours and rides

Hours of Operation Open 7 days a week, 9 am to 5 pm

Staff: # FTE
Site Manager 1 
Desk Attendants 2 
Maintenance .5 

Total FTE 3.5

Operating programmatic budget
Payroll Related 80,000
Printing/Promotional Materials 16,000
Phones/Computers 8,000
Offi ce Supplies 3,000
Contractors for events 8,000
Event related expenses 8,000
Maintenance/Utilities 12,000
Website and development of promotional 
materials

10,000

Misc. 5,000
Total 150,000

*Note that staff cannot be funded through the Scenic Highway Program.

Community Visitor Centers
The Community Visitor Centers will focus on promoting eco-
tourism activities in that community. They will develop events 
and programs that support low impact touring of their commu-
nity, and eco-tourism education. Activities might include:

• Geocaching
•Down-loading podcasts or purchasing audio-interpretation
•Creating “destination” rides in collaboration with other  
   entities in the Keys
•Promotion and marketing of the Scenic Highway and its  
   resources
•Promoting events in that community
•Distributing information about alternative activities in the  
   community
•Leading tours and rides
•Creating collaborations with kayak concessionaires, bike  
   shops, and promoting alternative tours of the community
•Developing and promoting partnerships with area busi-- 
   nesses and non-profi ts

Hours of Operation Open 7 days a week, 9 am to 5 pm

Staff: # FTE
Site Manager 1 
Program Coordinator 1
Desk Attendant/Program Assistants 3 
Maintenance .5 

Total FTE 5.5

Operating programmatic budget
Payroll Related 120,000
Printing/Promotional Materials 20,000
Phones/Computers 12,000
Offi ce Supplies 4,000
Contractors for events 12,000
Event related expenses 17,000
Maintenance/Utilities 15,000
Website and development of promotional 
materials

17,000

Misc. 8,000
Total 225,000

*Note that staff cannot be funded through the Scenic Highway Program.

Community Interpretive Sites, Rest Stops, 
Bike Stop Facilities
No staff will be assigned full time to each of these facilities, 
and it is not anticipated that the managing authority will devel-
op programs specifi c to that facility. It is, however, anticipated, 
that the managing authority may choose to hold its events and 
programs at one of the facilities. 

D. The Marketing Plan
It is recommended the Corridor Management Entity take 
responsibility for developing and managing the marketing, in-
terpretation, and way-fi nding collateral materials. They should 
work closely with the Trailhead and Community Visitor Cen-
ters, Tourist Development Council, Chambers of Commerce, 
Monroe County, Municipalities, area non-profi ts, and tourism-
related businesses to create synergy among their marketing 
materials. In particular, it is recommended:

• CME should partner with the TDC to develop and manage 
the Scenic Highway website. It should include listings of 
all opportunities, events, and businesses associated with the 
traveler along the Highway. 

• CME should partner with area non-profi ts and Chambers 
of Commerce to develop interpretive and marketing material 
including:

• Brochures outlining bike trails and amenities of inter- 
     est to bike riders along the trail.
•Brochures outlining kayak trails and amenities of inter- 
  est to kayakers within an easy walk of kayak put-ins.
• Podcasts and other audio-interpretation, providing the  
   car traveler, bike rider, kayaker, or walker with stories,  
   music, and narrative about the ecology, history, and  
   culture of the Keys. 
•Advertisements in national and Florida media related to  
  festivals and programs.
•Kiosks at the Miami, Marathon, and Key West airports.

• CME should partner with area non-profi ts and Chambers  
   of Commerce to develop activities of interest to bike rid- 
   ers, kayakers and walkers such as:

•Eco festivals
•Bike or kayak races
•Bike or kayak rides
•Alternative travel programs
•Geocaching
•Fitness challenges
•Treasure trails

• CME should develop a Scenic Highway Passport Program, 
in which visitors are encouraged to visit as many entities 
along the Highway as possible. At each site, they collect a 
“stamp” in their “passport.” A certain number of stamps wins 
a prize collectable at the Community Visitor Centers. The 
Passport might include information about the many ecologi-
cal, historic, and cultural resources along the Highway, bird-
ing lists, games for children to play in the car or at the sites, 
discount coupons for area businesses, calendar of events, and 
ways in which travelers can minimize their impact on the 
Keys. 

While each entity responsible for a Trailhead Visitor Center 
or a Community Visitor Center will provide programming and 
marketing for the facility, it is recommended the CME serve 
a coordinating role, and shoulder the majority of that work, 
ensuring collaboration and synergy along the Scenic Highway. 
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E. Transportation Conditions 
     and Guidance 
Scenic Highway Interpretive Master Plan 
Transportation Overview
The transportation focus of this interpretive master plan is 
meant to identify key issues along the US 1 Overseas Scenic 
Highway and to provide general guidance for further action by 
public agencies to plan for and make the most of both public 
and private investment along the corridor.  Transportation ele-
ments identifi ed in the following section can greatly enhance 
the quality of the experience of the highway for all users.  
These elements are targeted to building awareness of highway 
aesthetics and wayfi nding opportunities, providing greater 
safety and connectivity for non-auto modes, and planning for 
safer site access that relies less on multiple driveways and 
preserves capacity.   
Issues and treatment options will vary according to the devel-
opment patterns and land features adjacent to the road.  These 
patterns and features make up the road’s context and are orga-
nized along the Florida Keys Overseas Highway as follows:

• Rural or Sensitive Low Density Areas
• Roadside Destination Areas ,including
 • Scenic Overlooks
 • Strip Commercial Businesses/Centers
 • Tourist Attractions
• Village & Town Centers
• Suburban Strip Corridor

The US 1 Overseas Highway presents unique challenges.  As 
the only contiguous link between and through the Keys, its 108 
miles must perform as a major highway for long distance travel 
and provide the only access to much of its narrow stretches of 
adjacent land.  The road carries four through lanes for most of 
its length, with center turn lanes, curb and gutter in some ur-
banized areas or shoulders with sidepaths dominating most of 
the landside highway.  Few of its 42 bridges are wide enough 
for safe bicycle travel.  For residents living and working in 
neighborhoods and business districts, the highway is “Main 
Street”, sometimes seemingly fi lled with tourists, fi shing boats 
in tow.  For the recreational bicyclists it offers a unique ride 
through stretches of seascape vistas and roadside attractions.  
For the visitor, its mile marker nomenclature provides a simple 
system for tracking distance and self navigation.   The many 
varied users suggest that improvements along the corridor 
should balance through vehicle traffi c with recreation and lo-
cally circulating motorized, bicycle and pedestrian traffi c.
Challenges to achieving this balance are as follows:

• US 1’s multiplicity of function and limited land to expand 
or offer alternative routes presents unique problems and 
may require untested solutions 
• The Overseas Heritage Trail presents an opportunity to 
change the corridor’s auto focus to a more multimodal fo-
cus, but presents safety concerns, especially at access points 
where speed differentials are greatest.
• Tourist destinations and scenic overlooks need consistent 
wayfi nding signage and special attention to multimode 
confl ict points.

Opportunities for Change 
Opportunities to change the corridor and reinforce its scenic 
character will derive from public projects and guidance for 
private investment.  Several examples that could begin to build 
a more attractive and effi cient corridor include:

Private Redevelopment
Parking lots and under-performing centers will overtime 
present opportunities for redevelopment.  In the communities 
of Islamorada and Marathon, corridor and area plans should 
lay out a vision of opportunities to create a grid of streets 
and managed intersections with less parking at the road edge.  
These plans will not only improve the appearance of US 1 in 
its urban village and suburban strip areas but will improve 
circulation by light modes (auto and bicycle).  Plans could 
offer cyclists safer alternatives to the highway, and focus 
auto access to controlled entry points of the main highway, 
preserving capacity for through traffi c. Commercial 
Frontage Improvements
Permits for expanding or improving private commercial 
properties offer another opportunity to organize access and 
parking and provide pedestrian and bicycle amenities such as 
bike racks, wide-shaded sidewalks, and sheltered bus waiting 
areas.

Bridge Reconstruction Projects
The Overseas Highway Heritage Trail implementation’s most 
signifi cant challenges occur at the many bridges through the 
Keys.  The Jewfi sh Creek Bridge currently under construction 
and other planned highway projects create  opportunities to 
advance the goal of a contiguous trail along the corridor and 
connections to planned trailheads.  These projects should be 
planned with particular attention to community involvement 
and local plans coordination.

Trail Development
Plans to implement the Overseas Heritage Trail Plan present 
not only an opportunity to build a contiguous length of 
trail, but also to correct alignments and driveway confl icts 
that currently present safety hazards to bicyclists.  Monroe 
County and municipal planning can identify key access points 
and roadway accommodation as part of a complete bicycle 
network.
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Context Typologies

Rural & Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The Keys experience for drivers and cyclists includes long 
stretches of uninterrupted highway.  Often these areas are 
constrained by narrow land mass or sensitive environmental 
features.  Any side trail in these areas should be a minimum of 
12 feet from the paved roadway where possible.

Guidance: Barriers at the Road Edge
In areas not requiring land access, where right-of-way does 
not permit separation from higher speed vehicle travel, 
attractive stormwater-permeable barriers should be considered.  
These barriers are just one example of an opportunity to 
integrate art into infrastructure.  Designs that express unique 
characteristics of places along the corridor though area artists 
and administered through a public arts program is one way to 
reinforce community identity.

Scenic Overlooks & Commercial Centers 
Roadside Destinations
Business and service areas along the road will attract both 
cyclists and motorists.  Site access often relies on driveways 
directly from the highway.  Driveway locations, width and 
entry radii, and parking should be designed to minimize 
confl icts and create a comfortable experience for both users.  
Landscaping should enhance the roadway edge and preserve 
scenic views.  Location of driveways for left-turn access and 
adequate sight distance for highway reentry are key aspects 
of safety through design.  Consideration should be given 
to alignment and spacing of driveways relative to existing 
pedestrian and bicyclist travel patterns.

Unexpected Access Confl icts: Rest Area Parking
At the point where mode confl icts occur, speed differential 
should be minimal for maximum safety.  This photo shows 
how a vehicle leaving the roadway could easily turn into the 
travel path of a cyclist with neither operator aware of the 
potential hazard and both arriving from a single-use free fl ow 
environment.  Optimally this driveway and cycle path would 
be swapped so any confl ict point would occur at lower speeds 
and where both drivers could anticipate the meeting and the 
necessity to yield. 

Unexpected Access Confl icts: Commercial Driveways
Confl ict points between modes should have slower turning 
radii and orient bicyclists closer to the edge of travel way at 
intersections.  This will place them in the sight line of the 
motorist and/or prevent the cyclist from having to look over 
his shoulder to scan for oncoming vehicles.  Alternatively the 
trail should be pulled well away from the road with advance 
warning of a potential confl ict.  

Guidance: Signage responds to unique situations
Signage for both trail users and motorists should provide 
advance notice of an unexpected hazard.  The Manual 
of Uniform Traffi c Control Devises has a procedure for 
introducing new signage if appropriate.

Roadside Commercial Strip 

While prevalent throughout the Keys, roadside services and 
businesses provide parking buffered from the travel way with 
shoulder, at times marked for two-way bicycle traffi c, requiring 
motorists to back into highway traffi c to exit a parking space.  
Conversions of this development pattern will require work 
with property owners on a case by case basis, especially during 
trail development.  

Guidance Mixing Modes: Separate & Create 
Hierarchy
Ideally space for each transportation mode will be located 
based on speed with non-auto modes, where possible buffered 
from moving vehicles.  This European example demonstrates 
the ideal condition where user space is organized according to 
a strict hierarchy.
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Villages and Towns 

Organize Paths & Parking Access
Tavernier is an example of a village scale with buildings close 
to the street where pedestrian circulation and access are high 
priorities.  Planning should guide organizing the space between 
the building and the street according to traditional urban zones.  
These urban zones must clearly defi ne the building frontage 
area that might include outside dining or display, the pedestrian 
walk zone, the bicycle path zone, the parking zone, and the 
street furniture zone.  Right-of-way limitations may not permit 
the inclusion of on-street bicycle lanes on US 1, however to 
promote bicycling as urban transportation, the concept should 
be considered.

Consider Pedestrian “Desire Lines”
Informal pedestrian crossings on US 1 are created when 
neighborhoods lie on the opposite side of the road from 
schools, commercial centers, and other community 
destinations.  Combining access to bring traffi c to a single 
point that could meet signal warrants should include an 
evaluation of pedestrian “desire lines”.  Creating marked 
crossings along the highway will be unlikely and unsafe unless 
they are combined with a signalized intersection. Planning for 
formal/legal safe crossing zones at greater densities in village 
settings will help to reduce unsafe pedestrian behavior.

Guidance: Landscaped Buffer Zones and 
Crossing Islands
Installing pedestrian refuge islands where roadway width 
allows can signal to the motorist that pedestrians may be 
present and are expected in the right-of-way.  This also 
eases roadway crossing for pedestrians.  Designing medians 
with adequate space for landscaping improves the roadway 
character for all users.  Trees can provide a vertical edge to 
reduce the highway scale and feel helping to lower speeds 
through urban villages and towns. 

Suburban Strip

Mixed ROW in high Speed/Volume Zone
The community of Marathon provides a major opportunity 
to better defi ne the roadway edge, user zones and in some 
areas, more controlled access points and a center median.  In 
suburban areas where parking dominates the street edge, the 
environment for pedestrians and bicyclists is brutal.  A lack of 
trees at the road edge misses the need to shade pedestrians and 
reduce highway scale.

Service Road: Path Comfort
Service roads are more comfortable to bicyclists in this 
environment due to low speed and volume of vehicles and 
much higher visibility by motorists than that along the path 
running closer to the highway.  In widely paved sections like 
the fi rst photo, improving cross street defi nition and user 
priority at the approaches might be considered to channel 
driver and user interaction.  The second photo demonstrates an 
opportunity to create a formal pathway across the local street 
with reduced confl ict points for both pedestrians and cyclists.

Internally-oriented Circulation 
Drive isles in large shopping centers can be designed to 
promote non-auto circulation.  In areas where bicycles are a 
common form of transportation for seasonal restaurant workers 
or store clerks, seeing bicycles in parking lots is not unusual.  
These drive isles can also begin to form a grid for side road 
site access, especially when coordinated over a series of 
commercial centers and lined up across local streets to create a 
controllable intersection.

Guidance: Low Speed/Volume Roads
Parallel low speed and low volume roads may provide an 
alternative route for the Overseas Heritage trail.  In Marathon, 
where bicycling has the potential to serve residents, US 1 
should be improved with single direction marked bicycle lanes 
on each side of the street.  Moving recreational riders to lower 
speed/volume alternative routes will improve safety as well as 
the riding experience.

Guidance: Mark and Distinguish Two-way/
Multi-Use
In suburban and urban settings two way markings and vertical 
trail defi nition will be vital to maximizing safety.  This 
example from Belgium uses both vertical indicators such 
as curb height, trees and bollards and horizontal indicators 
including directional striping and pavement texture to 
distinguish the bicycle zone.  Colored asphalt that has been 
recommended for trail improvements in the Keys should be 
combined with well-maintained striping to visually distinguish 
the bicycle zone. 
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Guidance: On Road Lanes in the Suburban Strip
Suburban and Village areas should establish and maintain 
standard on-road bicycle lanes.  These lanes offer the greatest 
visibility to the cyclist and permit safe riding in traffi c by 
more experienced riders.  Marked lanes on US 1 and major 
collectors as part of a local network will enhance cycling as a 
choice transportation mode.

Guidance: Pedestrian Crossing Enhancements
In the suburban environment, pedestrian crossings should 
be highly visible, occur at more frequent intervals, relate to 
destinations that straddle the roadway, and be protected with 
signal control and a raised median where possible.  Driveways 
directly onto the highway should be eliminated over time and 
turning radii for vehicles minimized.  Since boat trailers are 
a major fi xture throughout the Keys, intersections that must 
accommodate them should be targeted for special treatment 
that can be easily identifi ed by the hauler. 

Scenic Overlooks: Bridge Ends
The approaches to bridges along the Overseas Highway 
present a major attraction to motorists as rest areas and 
observation points.  The rapid changes in grade making them 
attractive to perched sightseers, also makes them potentially 
dangerous to access.  Attention to details such as sight distance 
and protected turns is important.  Equally important is offering, 
where possible, alternatives for pedestrian to cross to the 
opposite side and avoids this hazardous highway environment.

Guidance: Grade-separated pedestrian passages
Bridge spans on the approaches present an alternative to 
crossing the highway at grade.  In this plan for Knight’s Key 
at the Seven Mile Bridge, the space is interesting and adequate 
for a pedestrian path below the structure.

Highway Aesthetics: 
Match to Scenic Beauty
The unique vistas of sea, sky and nature found on the Keys 
should be respected and enhanced at the roadway edge.  
Utilitarian roadway elements currently found within the US 
1 right-of-way could be found at the industrial edges of any 
major US city.  The following elements are examples of 
opportunities to begin to change the way these elements are 
placed in the landscape and how they contribute to the value of 
the corridor.

Safety Barrier/Roadside Furniture
Materials and placement of roadside furniture in the Keys are 
inconsistent with the scenic character of the road.  A more 
intentional placement of barrier and context appropriate 
materials selection is needed and encouraged.

Guidance: Walls, Rails and Safety Barrier
Roadway elements found elsewhere and in the Keys present 
ideas for changing the approach to safety elements.  Some 
of these elements can be artistically inspired.  Those with a 
critical function, such as well placed guardrail to protect the 
motorist from bridge ends and drop-offs, can be purchased 
as stock items with proven performance qualities at a slightly 
higher cost.  
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Bus Stop Location & Amenity
The minimalist nature of bus waiting areas in their access, 
comfort, shade potential, customer information and overall 
amenity presents an excellent, low cost opportunity to enhance 
the corridor for non-auto users.  The photo at right raises 
questions of location, personal safety and quality of bus service 
available in the Keys.

Guidance: Provide Place-based Stop Amenities
Bus and waiting shelters can be distinctive roadside features 
and add a defi ning element to community architecture.  These 
shelters are placed at a highly visible intersection at the 
heart of town, offering surveillance by surrounding building 
occupants.  Shelters should be placed and designed for the 
comfort and security of users waiting inside, and with safe 
access to adjacent businesses and neighborhoods 

Landscape buffers
Landscaping in the roadway environment can provide 
important spatial defi nition for users.  It can shade and cool 
a brutal South Florida heated roadway environment.  It can 
create a psychological barrier to motorized traffi c and provide 
a vertical frame to orient motorists.

Guidance: Landscape buffers
Examples of low shrubs in Key West are similar to the type 
that might be considered to buffer the Overseas Heritage Trail 
from the highway.  Maintaining visibility either over or under 
the landscaping will preserve views and sight lines.  This 
stand of modestly scaled trees on Matecumbe Key is a unique 
softening and shading element that can be a model for roadside 
planting.

Guidance: Establish/Maintain Wayfi nding System
The Florida Keys mile marker is more than a navigational 
tool for the motorist.  It is an address for businesses along the 
highway.  A more consistent and visible street element can add 
to its use as a wayfi nding element.

Guidance: Maintain Markings & Clear Surface
Side paths typically present maintenance challenges as they are 
not brushed of debris through auto use.  In the Keys, sections 
of the exiting trail are plagued with pea gravel migrating 
from the road shoulder.  As this material presents a hazard 
for cyclists, the practice of using it at the road edge should be 
discontinued and replaced with landscaping.

Local Precedents for Multimodal 
Transportation Environments
Key West and its walkable downtown create a unique 
environment for residents and tourists alike.  As the Keys 
changes over time it offers a model of transportation elements 
that should help to guide mobility options in urbanizing areas.  
Each of the Key’s unique identities can potentially be laid 
across an urban design format that brings more of its people 
safely to its streets and civic spaces.

Recommended Actions

Establish a corridor preservation program 
• Plan for access consolidation
• Plan for increasing use of side-paths by bicyclists
• Work with jurisdictions to plan for parking & access man-
agement to improve safety
• Understand local circulation systems to reduce reliance on 
US 1 especially for “light modes”

Provide consistency and maintenance of 
roadway elements

• Mark and Sign all crossing points
• Establish caution signage
• Enhance mile-markers
• Regularly move debris and pea gravel to maintain safe 
side paths 

Select roadway elements that refl ect US 1’s 
Scenic Highway designation

• Include guardrail, bus shelters, roadside furniture
• Consider roadside trees, landscape buffers
• Provide edge barriers to multiuse trail at selected locations
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2) Visitor Orientation Centers (5)
1. Key Largo Chamber of Commerce
2. Caboose site in Islamorada
3. Museums and Nature Center of Crane Point 
4. FDEP property - US 1 at Sugarloaf Blvd.
5. McCoy Indigenous Park in Key West

Roadways, Parking, Utilities   $ 150,000.00
Landscaping     $ 75,000.00
Site Signage     $ 25,000.00
Site Facilities      $ 75,000.00
Visitor Orientation Building   $1,500,000.00
Interior Exhibits    $ 500,000.00

Total      $2,325,000.00
 
Visitor Orientation Centers 
Total      $ 11,625,000.00

Construction Cost Estimate

The following are construction cost estimates for each corridor 
plan element. There is also a construction phasing estimate 
which outlines the elements of two construction phases for the 
completion of the Scenic Highway Interpretive Plan and its built 
environment. 

 1) Corridor Trailhead Stations (2)

1. Key Largo (FDEP Site)

Roadways, Parking, Utilities   $ 75,000.00
Landscaping     $ 45,000.00
Site Signage     $ 15,000.00
Site Facilities      $ 75,000.00
Trailhead Building    $1,500,000.00
Interior Exhibits    $ 150,000.00

Total      $1,860,000.00

2. Knights Key Trailhead
 
Roadways, Parking, Utilities   $ 125,000.00
Landscaping     $75,000.00
Site Signage     $ 45,000.00
Site Facilities      $ 25,000.00
Trailhead Building    $1,500,000.00
Interior Exhibits    $150,000.00

Total      $1,920,000.00

3. Key West Tropical Forest and Garden
 
Roadways, Parking, Utilities   $ 125,000.00
Landscaping     $75,000.00
Site Signage     $ 45,000.00
Site Facilities      $ 25,000.00
Trailhead Building    $1,500,000.00
Interior Exhibits    $150,000.00

Total      $1,920,000.00

Trailhead Centers Total $ 5,700,000.00

3) Community Interpretive Sites (10)
1. Rock Harbor
2. Sandy Sprunt Dove Creek Preserve
3. Windley Key State Geological Site 
4. Indian Key Fill
5. Curry Hammock State Park
6. Ohio Key
7. Blue Hole
8. Summerland Seafood
9. Sugarloaf Boulevard

Roadways, Parking, Utilities   $ 100,000.00
Landscaping     $75,000.00
Site Signage     $50,000.00
Site Facilities      $650,000.00
Restroom Building    $350,000.00
Interpretive Exhibits    $300,000.00

Total      $1,525,000.00

Community Interpretive Sites 
Total     $ 15,250,000.00

4) Rest Areas (16)
1. John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park
2. Founders Park
3. Green Turtle Hammock
4. Anne’s Beach Rest Area
5. Long Key State Park
6. Long Key Bridge Rest Area
7. Grassy Key Rest Area
8. Veterans Memorial Rest Area
9. Bahia Honda State Park
10. Historic U.S. 1 Rest Area
11. Swimming Hole Rest Area
12. Ramrod Key Rest Area
13. Spoonbill Sound Rest Area 
14. Perky’s Bat Tower
15. Rockland Channel Rest Area
16. Boca Chica Channel Rest Area

Roadways, Parking, Utilities   $250,000.00
Landscaping     $150,000.00
Site Signage     $50,000.00
Site Facilities      $350,000.00
Restroom Building    $350,000.00
Interpretive Exhibits    $50,000.00
Total      $1,200,000.00

Rest Areas Total    $ 19,200,000.00

Chapter six: implementation plan
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5) Bike Stops (11)
1. Sunset Point Park Bike Stop
2. Harry Harris Park Bike Stop
3. Old Settlers Park
4. Tavernier Creek Bike Stop
5. Matecumbe Bight Bike Stop
6. Channel #2 Bike Stop
7. Layton Bike Stop
8. Dolphin Research Center Bike Stop
9. Little Duck Key Bike Stop
10. Spanish Harbor Bike Stop
11. Bay Point Park Bike Stop

Parking, Utilities    $50,000.00
Landscaping     $150,000.00
Site Signage     $50,000.00
Site Facilities      $350,000.00
Interpretive Exhibits    $50,000.00

Total      $650,000.00

Bike Stops Total   $  7,150,000.00

6) Airport Kiosks (3)
1. Miami International Airport
2. Key West International Airport
3. Marathon Airport

Interpretive Exhibits    $350,000.00

Total      $350,000.00

Airport Kiosks Total  $1,050,000.00

Project Facilities 
Total        $  59,975,000.00

7) The Construction Phasing Plan

Phase 1 (0-7 Years)
1. Land Acquisition
2. Grant Applications
3. Partnering Agreements
4. Internet Visitation Planner
5. Trip Planning Computer System
6. Bike Path Completion
7. Bike Stop Completion   $7,150,000.00
8. (3) Trailhead Facilities Completion  $5,700,000.00

Phase 1 Total Cost Estimate            $12,850,000.00

Phase 2 (8-15 years)
1. Continued Grants Application
2. Continued Land Acquisition
3. Continued Partnering Agreements
4. Mile Markers
5. Scenic Highway Signage
6. Visitor Orientation Centers Construction       $11,625,000.00
7. Community Interpretive Sites Constructed    $15,250,000.00
8. Renovation and Construction of Rest Areas   $19,200,000.00
9. Airport Kiosk Construction              $1,050,000.00

Phase 2 Cost Estimate                        $47,125,000.00

Chapter six: implementation plan
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The Funding Plan: 

Utilizing multiple funding sources has become the most effec-
tive way of maximizing the amount of funding a community 
can obtain. Through planning and commitment, the idea of 
“grant stacking” can be sued on virtually any project over any 
time period. This philosophy is accomplished through a combi-
nation of knowledge of different funding sources and how they 
will react with a project’s intent and time schedule. 

Please fi nd below a sampling of funding opportunities that 
might be available to Monroe County for completion of the 
project:

Recreation Trails Program   $200,000
Transportation Enhancement Program  $500,000
Florida Recreational Development Assistance $200,000
Land and Water Conservation Fund  $200,000
Highway Beautifi cation Program  $300,000
Florida Forever (FCT)    $6,600,000

Recreation Trails Program March 2006
Level of Funding:  Federal

Total Amount Available: Approx. $3 million

Maximum Grant Award:  $200,000

Matching Ratio (%):  80/20

Type:     Provides funding for 
    renovation of recreational  
    trails and support facilities.  

Management Agency:  Florida Department of 
    Environmental Protection 
    Offi ce of Greenways and  
    Trails 
Address:   3900 Commonwealth Blvd.  
    Tallahassee FL  32399

Phone:    850.488.3701

Web Address:   www.dep.state.fl .us

Transportation Enhancement Program May 2006
Level of Funding:  Local

Total Amount Available: $3 million

Maximum Grant Award:  $500,000 (Local)

Matching Ratio (%):  No Match Required

Type:     Provides funding for trans- 
    portation activities such  
    as pedestrian and bicycle  
    facilities, landscaping and  
    other beautifi cation, acquisi- 
    tion of scene easements and  
    environmental mitigation. 

Management Agency:  Florida Department of 
    Transportation

Address:   605 Suwannee Street
    Tallahassee, FL  32399-0450

Phone:    850.410.5891

Florida Recreational Development Assistance Sept. 2006
Level of Funding:  State

Total Amount Available: Not Yet Determined
Maximum Grant Award:  $200,000 

Matching Ratio (%):  50

Type:     For the acquisition of 
    development of recreational  
    facilities

Management Agency:  Florida Department of 
    Environmental Protection

Address:   3900 Commonwealth Blvd.
    Tallahassee, FL  32399
Phone:    850.488.7846
Web Address:   www.dep.state.fl .us

Land and Water Conservation Fund  March 2006
Level of Funding:  State

Total Amount Available: Not Yet Determined

Maximum Grant Award:  $200,000 

Matching Ratio (%):  50

Type:     For grants to local govern- 
    mental entities to acquire or  
    develop land for public out 
    door recreational purposes. 

Management Agency:  Florida Department of 
    Environmental Protection

Address:   3900 Commonwealth Blvd.
    Tallahassee, FL  32399

Phone:    850.488.7846

Web Address:   www.dep.state.fl .us

Highway Beautifi cation Program October 2006
Level of Funding:  State
Total Amount Available: $3,000,000
Maximum Grant Award:  $300,000 
Matching Ratio (%):  50/50 recommended

Type:     Funding for landscaping and  
    other roadway beautifi cation  
    projects on State and Federal  
    roadways.

Management Agency:  Florida Highway Beautifi ca- 
    tion Council
    Florida Department of Trans- 
    portation

Address:   605 Suwannee Street MS 37 
    Tallahassee, FL  32399-0450

Phone:    850.922.7205
Web Address:   www.dot.state.fl .us

Florida Forever (FCT) May 2006
Level of Funding:  State

Total Amount Available: $66,000,000

Maximum Grant Award:  $6.6 million

Matching Ratio (%):  25-60

Type:     Provides funding for 
    acquisition of land for 
    conservation and parks.

Management Agency:  Florida Department of 
    Environmental Protection

Address:   3900 Commonwealth Blvd.  
    MS 140
    Tallahassee, FL  32399-3000

Phone:    850.922.7205

Web Address:   www.dot.state.fl .us

Chapter six: implementation plan
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One of the objectives of the Scenic Highway Interpretive 
Plan is to create prototypes and design guidelines for a 
built environment. The built environment includes Cor-
ridor Trailhead Stations, Visitor Centers, Outdoor Inter-
pretive Sites, interpretive exhibit space, trails, rest areas, 
bicycle stops, airport kiosks, site improvements, and site 
furnishings.  

The goal is to create a cohesive architectural theme and a 
unique “sense of place,” while being sympathetic to the 
natural environment. Further, consistency in the built en-
vironment through the use of similar forms and materials 
provides continuity throughout the length of the Scenic 
Highway. 

All structures should relate to each other within a fam-
ily of design themes connected by form, line, color, and 
materials. 
The themes of ecology, heritage, and culture are refl ected 
in the design of the built environment. 

Site Design Feature Prototypes

1. Site Improvements
•Large Picnic Shelter
   • Plan 

  • Elevation
•  Small Picnic Shelter

  • Plan 
  • Elevation

•  Restroom Building
  • Plan 
  • Elevation

•  Trail
  • Section - Heritage Trail
  • Perspective - Interpretive Trail
2. Furnishings

•  Bench
•  Bicycle Rack
•  Bollard
•  Guardrail
•  Site Lighting
•  Trash Receptacle

3. Signage
•  Facilities Identifi cation Sign
•  Facilities Entry Sign
•  Interpretive Signage/Exhibits
•  Mile Marker Sign Post
•  Resource Preservation and Directional Signage

CHAPTER SEVEN CHAPTER SEVEN
interpretive plan roadside 

facilities design guidelines

Prototype: Corridor Trailhead Station-Elevation A

US 1 SCENIC HIGHWAY TRAILHEAD STATION KAYAK CONCESSIONHERITAGE
TRAIL

prototype: 
trailhead station -  elevation a
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Influences Materials

Corten SteelRailroad Buildings

Dining hall built by Henry Flagler: Pigeon Key, Florida
Photo courtesy of Florida Photographic Collection

Florida East Coast 
Railway Key West 
Extension, looking 
through Bahia 
Honda Bridge
Photo courtesy 
of Florida 
Photographic 
Collection

The buildings designed for the Scenic Highway Interpretive 
Plan are infl uenced by Flagler’s railroad buildings and the rail-
road, the heritage of which is intimately link with the Scenic 
Highway. 

The front porch, sloped roof, dormer window, cupola, win-
dow dimensions, and general building shape refl ect Flagler’s 
railroad buildings. He used a bright yellow, which is the color 
used for the buildings in this plan. The trusses of the railroad 
bridges are refl ected in the exposed trusses of the porches.  

Corten Steel is a type of steel that oxidizes naturally, giving 
it a dark brown color and a rough texture. It has a very high 
tensile strength, and in spite of its rusted appearance it is 
actually more resistant to damaging corrosion than standard 
forms of carbon steel. 

It has been used in buildings and public art displays, and is 
an excellent material for the Keys’ environment. It is also a  
material that complements the Keystone used in signage for 
this plan. Its coloring is refl ective of the Gumbo-limbo tree.

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

Keystone

Keystone, or Key Largo Limestone, is fossilized coral reef. 
It is a white to light gray marine limestone that contains 
numerous fossil corals. 

Keystone is used predominantly for the signage and the 
skirting of some buildings in this plan. As much as possible, 
a veneer of Keystone over concrete is used to preserve the 
resource, minimize cost, and to utilize the structural strength 
of concrete. 
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Site Improvements

Large Group Picnic Pavilion - Plan View

This illustration shows the fl oor and roof plan for the large 
group picnic pavilion. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: 
large group picnic pavilion - plan
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Elevation

The columns are concrete block with keystone facing and the 
roof is sloped metal. There is yellow trim to tie in with the 
yellow used throughout the corridor facilities. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: 
large group picnic pavilion - elevation
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Small Group Picnic Pavilion 
Roof and Floor Plan

This is a smaller version of the Large Group Picnic Pavilion 
and uses the same materials. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: 
small group picnic pavilion - plan
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Small Group Picnic Pavilion Elevation
This is a smaller version of the Large Group Picnic Pavilion.

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: 
small group picnic pavilion - elevation
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Restroom Plan View

The restrooms consist of facilities for men and women and a 
storage area. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: restroom - plan
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Restroom Elevation
The metal roof, yellow Hardiplank construction, and Keystone 
accents are repeated in the restroom facilities. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: 
restroom - elevation
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Site Improvements

Trail - Heritage Trail Section

This illustration shows the relationship of the Heritage Trail to 
the Scenic Highway. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: 
restroom - heritage trail - section
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Interpretive Trail - Perspective

The interpretive trails are orchestrated through the landscape to 
a point offering a view or an interpretive experience. 

The paths are made of shell and bordered in Keystone.

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: interpretive trail
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Site Furnishings

The following illustrations are prototypes for site furnishings. 

Bench

Made of faux keystone, P.T. wood slats, and with a Corten 
Steel frame, the benches use the same materials used through-
out the Scenic Highway facilities.  

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: bench
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Bicycle Rack

This bicycle rack offers a simple design, and the Corten Steel 
coloring blends in with the landscape while providing consis-
tency with other site furnishings. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: bicycle rack
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Bollard

Faux Keystone and Corten Steel ribs comprise the bollard. 
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prototype: bollard
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Guardrail

The guardrail is composed of Corten Steel and wood timbers. 
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prototype: guardrail
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Site Lighting

A faux keystone base and Corten Steel post provides consis-
tency with the other site furnishings.
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prototype: site lighting
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Trash Receptacle

A faux Keystone Base, Corten Steel, and round form match the 
other site furnishings. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: trash  receptacle
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Signage

The purpose of signage is to create themes, including forms 
and colors, for all signs and also to ensure that signs fulfi ll the 
goals of education and wayfi nding while complementing the 
landscape. 

Keystone veneer on concrete block provides the basis for sig-
nage, and Corten Steel provides the accent.  

Facilities Identifi cation Sign

Made of Keystone and Corten Steel, these signs identify the 
Corridor Physical facilities. 

The glass lantern on top mimics the architectural features of 
the Corridor Trailhead Station and the Visitor Orientation  
Center, providing continuity. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: scenic highway facilities identification sign

Florida Keys Scenic Highway Interpretive Plan
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Facilities Entry Sign

This illustration shows the Facilities Entry Signage in relation 
to its surroundings. Its exterior is composed of Keystone and 
Corten Steel, and the colors blend in with the landscape. 
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prototype: facilities entry signage - elevation
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Interpretive Signage

Keystone backing with a Corten Steel frame provide the basis 
for these interpretive signs, which will be displayed in the 
Community Outdoor Interpretive Sites. 

The Interpretive themes are color coded:

Green - Ecology
Yellow - Heritage
Fuchsia - Culture
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prototype: interpretive signage - elevation
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Interpretive Signage

This illustration shows the size and composition of the inter-
pretive signage. 
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prototype: interpretive exhibits
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Mile Marker Sign Post

Made of faux keystone and Corten Steel, this illustration shows 
the size and form of the Mile Marker Sign Post. 
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prototype: mile marker sign post
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Resource Preservation and Directional Signage

These are directional signs. Corten Steel frames this sign and 
an outline of the Keys in the lower right hand corner is used 
throughout many of the signs. 

Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

prototype: 
resource preservation & directional signage
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prototype: 
safety information signage
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Chapter seven: Interpretive plan roadside facilities design guidelines

Printed Media

A new family of printed and digital marketing materials 
including brochures, CDs, DVDs and website is suggested on 
this and the following page. The colors suggest the tropical na-

ture of the region. Photos and graphics suggest the water-based 
recreational opportunities which abound in the Keys.
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

south wind property: islamorada visitor orientation center (V2) - conceptual site plans
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

museum and nature center of crane point hammock 
marathon visitor orientation center (V3) - conceptual 
site plan
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

sandy sprunt dove creek preserve community 
interpretive site (I2) - conceptual site plan
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

knights key / pigeon key community interpretive site (I6) 
- conceptual site plan
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

knights key / pigeon key community interpretive site (I6) 
- conceptual site plan
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

long key bridge rest area (RA6)- conceptual site plan
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

veterans’ memorial: rest area (RA8) - conceptual site plans
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

historic u.s. 1 rest area (RA10) - conceptual site plans
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

channel #2 bike stop (BS6) - conceptual site plans
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Chapter eight: Proposed facility site designs

spanish harbor bike stop (BS10) - conceptual site plans
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